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Refugee and asylum seekers’ experiences are subject to multiple temporal
tensions. On the one hand, forced migration is a both future-oriented and
backward-looking process, which involves movement between temporalities, spaces and
regimes of value (Pine 2014). On the other hand, displacement has been recently
theorized as a form of “temporal injustice” (Fontanari 2017; Thorsaug & Brun 2019) or
“temporal dispossession” (Andersson 2014; Ramsay 2020), whereby the possibility of a
self-directed future is hampered by multiple structural limitations. This is particularly
evident for asylum seekers, who live under protracted bureaucratic uncertainty,
deportability and enforced waiting (Griffiths 2014; Hyndman & Giles 2011).

The current effects of late capitalism, interwoven with increasingly diversified
migration dynamics, have profoundly affected migrant temporal experiences, material
conditions, as well as their configurations of hope (Hage 2009). Recent research has
warned us against the pitfalls of “exceptionalising” migrants themselves, thereby
situating them in a perpetual temporality of crisis, radically distinct from the “citizen”



one (Caglar & Glick Schiller 2018; Cabot 2019; Giudici 2021). In fact, the threat of
economic and ecological collapse is looming over all world economies by now. The “lack
of future” has become a common idiom to articulate the everyday perception of a
systemic breakdown.

This changing socio-cultural landscape has profound impacts on homemaking
practices, including those of forced migrants. While always situated in space, home is
not a fixed place even if people constantly strive for control over some home-like
structure in time (Brickell 2012; Boccagni 2017). Thus, the study of the “struggle to
make home”, within uncertain and often hostile settings, is substantially enriched by the
consideration of not only spatial, but also temporal processes (Jansen 2009). Migrant
life experiences are often dislocated in scattered time-space units. They may also be
shaped by ongoing uncertainty, which has potentially very ambiguous and even opposite
effects: from social marginality and passive attitudes, to the emergence of new forms of
agency and struggles to gain control over one’s own time.

By going beyond consolidated understandings of forced migrants as physically
and metaphorically uprooted, a focus on time sheds new light not only on continuities
and fractures with the past, or on tensions between different temporal frames in the
present, but also on evolving and open-ended engagements with the future. In this
workshop we aim to bring together these perspectives, in a critical exploration of forced
migrants’ homemaking across contested temporalities. Possible topics and research
themes include:

● Forced migrants’ projects, aspirations, and orientations towards the future
● Ways to use and “fill” time in the here-and-now, as suggested by fieldwork on the

lived experience of asylum
● Forced migrants’ housing pathways and biographical transitions
● Frictions and micro-scale conflicts for the use of time in refugees reception

centres
● Time as a social resource and forced migrants’ agency
● Care and control. Temporal regimes of daily life in reception centres
● Precarious habituses. The long term consequences of protracted dwelling in

informal settlements
● (Un)sustainable futures, ecological transition and growing inequalities:

Interactions between adaptation policies and low-income and marginal
communities - migrants among them; Barriers to “sustainable” practices, as well
as continuity and change in migrants’ perceptions and understandings of
household ecological practices.



Deadline: 29th October, 2022
Abstracts - in English or Italian - of 200-250 words and a short bio should
be sent to: enrico.fravega@unige.it - daniela.giudici@unitn.it
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